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Abstract
Considering the actual needs of the job-shop, this paper establishes an experimental platform for automated guided vehicles (AGVs) with a six-wheel dual-drive mechanical structure, and designs a multi-AGV scheduling system for unmanned factories. The scheduling system works in the following steps: Firstly, the deviation of each AGV from the magnetic strip is calculated based on the data of the magnetic sensor, and the speeds of left and right drive wheels are adjusted based on the deviation, keeping the AGV moving stably on the magnetic strip. Next, the A* algorithm is called to plan a collision-free and efficient path. Finally, the conflict points and AGV priorities are determined by comparing the paths of different AGVs, and the paths are planned again if head-on collision may happen on the conflict points. In this way, multiple AGVs can operate coordinately on the same map. The proposed multi-AGV scheduling system was proved feasible through simulation and experiments. Our system can be applied widely in manufacturing factories to replace traditional manual handling and conveyor belt transmission, reduce labour cost, and improve production efficiency.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The manufacturing boom in China has intensified the competition among enterprises. To stand out in the competitive market, many enterprises face the challenge to reduce the cost and enhance the efficiency of production. In fact, material processing only takes up 5-10% of the production cycle. In most of the time, materials are being stored, loaded, unloaded, and transported, or waiting for processing [1-3]. For a modern enterprise, one of the main ways to reduce production cost is to improve the performance of logistics system and shorten the non-processing time.

The automated guided vehicles (AGVs) have greatly promoted the production efficiency of the manufacturing industry. These vehicles are immensely popular in the market, providing a replacement for porters. Currently, the AGVs have been increasingly applied widely in many industries, ranging from tobacco, medicine, food to chemical.

There are many navigation methods for the AGVs, each with its own merits and applicable scopes. The typical navigation methods include laser guidance, inertial guidance, visual guidance and magnetic guidance. Among them, magnetic guidance is more accurate, cost-effective and stable than other navigation methods. It enjoys great advantages in the relatively fixed path in job-shop. As a result, magnetic guidance is the most popular navigation method in line production of factories.

The coordination control of multiple AGVs has been a hot topic and difficulty in AGV systems. Many scholars have explored the scheduling of multiple AGVs, and presented a number of algorithms, such as traffic control method [4], time window-based path planning [5], and genetic algorithm (GA)-based online scheduling [6, 7]. However, the existing multi-AGV coordinated scheduling strategies are not mature enough. The algorithm design should be further integrated with practical applications.
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This paper mainly develops a scheduling system for multiple magnetically-guided AGVs. The system consists of two parts: motion control hardware of the lower computer, and task scheduling software of the upper computer. The hardware was developed in C language on Keil μVision 5, while the software was programmed in C# on Visual Studio (VS) 2017. The software integrates such functions as path planning algorithm, multi-AGV scheduling algorithm, AGV state display and task allocation. The proposed multi-AGV scheduling system was introduced in four aspects (system design, navigation algorithm, path planning algorithm and scheduling algorithm), and proved feasible through simulation and experiment.

2. SYSTEM DESIGN

As shown in Fig. 1, the multi-AGV scheduling system consists of a lower computer and an upper computer. The lower computer encompasses an STM32 controller, a magnetic sensor, a radio frequency identification (RFID) sensor, an infrared obstacle avoidance sensor, a power detection module, a motor drive module (brushless direct current (DC) motor), a wireless serial port and a 24 V battery. The upper computer mainly contains the task scheduling software, and communicates with the lower computer via the wireless serial port.

![Figure 1: The overall design of the multi-AGV scheduling system.](image)

The STM32 controller receives commands from the upper computer, analyses the data from each sensor, and controls all the actions of the AGVs.

The magnetic sensor monitors the strength of the magnetic field around the magnetic strip of the planned path, converts the deviation of each AGV from the magnetic strip into an 8-bit uniformly distributed data, and transmits the data to the controller, which completes magnetic guidance by the control algorithm.

The RFID sensor reads the radio frequency tags on the map when the AGVs are running, and positions the AGVs in real time.

The infrared obstacle avoidance sensor scans and detects the obstacles in the fan-shaped area right ahead of each AGV, and triggers the interrupt routine of the controller once detecting an obstacle, aiming to prevent the AGVs from collision and protect the machines in the job-shop.

The power detection module displays the power of each AGV, and issues an alarm when the power is below a threshold, alerting the corresponding AGV to be charged.

The wireless serial port links up the AGVs, and connects each AGV with the upper computer.

As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, the self-designed AGV adopts a six-wheel dual-drive mechanical structure. Four universal wheels are installed at the front and rear positions, and two drive wheels are placed at the middle, driven by a brushless DC motor. This simple and
stable structure can be modelled easily. With such a structure, an AGV is enabled to carry heavy objects, and perform various manoeuvres (e.g. going forward, going backward, turning left, turning right and spinning around). Considering the actual application and sensor positions, the self-designed AGV is only allowed to go forward, rather than go backward, under the guidance of the magnetic strip. Besides, spinning is forbidden to avoid damages to the magnetic strip. Thus, the AGV could only turn left or right along the magnetic strip, by making the left and right drive wheels to move at different speeds.

![Figure 2: The six-wheel dual-drive structure.](image1)

![Figure 3: The layout of the self-designed AGV.](image2)

The upper computer communicates with all online AGVs via the wireless serial port. The path planning and multi-AGV scheduling are realized by the algorithms in the upper computer. Each AGV only needs to return its working state to the upper computer, and receive the command from the latter.

In actual production, operators can view the working state of each AGV on the multi-AGV scheduling system, and issue a command to the idle AGV closest to the destination, according to the field conditions. Upon receiving the command, the idle AGV will automatically move along the path planned by algorithm, and complete the designated task [8]. Meanwhile, the AGV will feed back its working state in real time to the scheduling system via wireless communication, such that operators could monitor and scheduling the AGVs easily.

3. NAVIGATION ALGORITHM

In this paper, the AGVs are navigated by magnetic guidance, using a D-MNSV6-X8 magnetic sensor. The sensor is connected to the scheduling system via RS232 serial port, and its parameters (e.g. sensitivity) are configurable on the software. The data of each measuring point are outputted through NPN open-drain. The output data can be directly connected to the input/output (I/O) of the STM32 controller, or to the controller via RS232 serial port.

The magnetic guidance system for the AGVs is mainly made up of the magnetic strips on the ground and the magnetic sensor on each AGV. During the production, the magnetic sensor detects the deviation of the AGV from the magnetic strip, and feeds back the signal to the scheduling system. The system will release the control signal to adjust the position of the AGV in time [9, 10].

On the upside, this guidance method is highly flexible: the magnetic strip is easy to deploy, and the path is not difficult to change or expand. On the downside, the magnetic strip is sensitive to metallic materials, prone to interference, and easy to be damaged, calling for regular check and replacement.

Considering the layout of magnetic strip, the navigation algorithm has two modes: single-channel operation and fork-junction operation.
3.1 Single-channel operation

In single-channel operation (Fig. 4), the strength of the magnetic field measured by the magnetic sensor reflects the deviation of the AGV from the magnetic strip, without considering interference.

![Figure 4: Single-channel operation.](image)

The controller determines the AGV position relative to the magnetic strip by analysing the data from the magnetic sensor. If the magnetic strip is right below the on-board magnetic sensor, the controller will output a signal, directing the AGV to go straight forward. If the AGV drifts to the left (right) of the strip, the controller will adjust the speeds of the left and right drive wheels according to the degree of deviation, making the AGV turn right (left). The speeds of the two wheels are adjusted continuously, such that the AGV operation converges to the ideal state.

3.2 Fork-junction operation

In actual application, it is inevitable for magnetically-guided AGVs to pass through fork-junctions (Fig. 5). When an AGV operates in a fork-junction, the on-board magnetic sensor could sense the magnetic fields of multiple magnetic strips at the same time. Then, the relative position of the AGV to each strip cannot be reflected correctly by the data of the magnetic sensor. To solve the problem, a common strategy is to close the magnetic navigation function upon entering the fork-junction; the two drive wheels move at different speeds, making the AGV to turn around the fork-junction; then, the magnetic navigation function is turned on again. However, this strategy often causes the AGV to derail, and needs to reset the turning parameters according to the radius of each curve.

![Figure 5: A typical fork-junction.](image)

This paper adds a turning tag (identified by the RFID sensor) at the fork-junction. Take the left turn for example (the turning direction is determined by the path planning algorithm). Upon detecting the turning tag, an AGV will turn left by adjusting the speed difference between the two drive wheels, according to the data of the magnetic sensor. However, the AGV only modifies the turning radius, without changing the turning direction, until the left drift from the magnetic strip is about enough to cause derailment. In other words, the AGV does not pass the fork-junction, until when the magnetic fields are only detectable by the right part of the magnetic sensor, and almost undetectable by the left part. Next, the AGV resumes
the single-channel operation, completing the left turn at the fork-junction. Experimental results show that the proposed strategy works stably, applies to most curves at fork-junctions, reduces the risk of derailment, and ensures the smoothness of operation.

4. PATH PLANNING ALGORITHM

Path planning aims to find a collision-free optimal (or suboptimal) path from the origin to the destination, according to performance indices like shortest path length, shortest travel time and minimum energy consumption [11, 12]. Path planning problems fall into global path planning (environmental information is completely known) and sensor-based local path planning (environmental information is unknown or not completely known). Global path planning is usually solved by A* algorithm [13], Floyd-Warshall algorithm [14] and Dijkstra’s algorithm [15], while local path planning is mainly solved by artificial potential field (AFP) method [16], fuzzy logic method [17], genetic algorithm (GA), and artificial neural network (ANN) [18, 19].

In our research, the AGVs operate in a 2D workspace, and the map information is known and fixed throughout the operations. Therefore, the actual map modelled by the grid method, and the path of each AGV was planned by A* algorithm.

The grid method meshes the workspace of the AGV into grids, and stores map information in a 2D array, where 0 means the current grid has no obstacle (the black blocks in Fig. 6) and 1 means the current grid has an obstacle. The grid size directly bears on the accuracy of the map. If the grid is too large, the map stores only a little information, and faces limited resolution and accuracy; if the grid is too small, the map stores lots of information, and enjoys a high accuracy, making path planning more time-consuming.

![Figure 6: The map modelled by grid method.](image)

4.1 Overview of A* algorithm

This paper relies on the A* algorithm to plan the path of each AGV. The algorithm is extended from the Dijkstra’s algorithm and best first search (BFS). As a heuristic search algorithm, the A* algorithm uses a heuristic function to estimate the distance cost from the origin to the destination on the plane [20]. In heuristic search, every reachable position in the state space is searched and evaluated, and then the new search starts from the best position; this process is repeated until the global best position is found [21]. This search strategy avoids many useless paths, making the algorithm more efficient. The key to the A* algorithm is the heuristic function. The A* parameter of the current node n can be expressed as:

\[ f(n) = g(n) + h(n) \]  

where, \( g(n) \) is the movement cost to move from the origin to the current node \( n \); \( h(n) \) is the estimated movement cost to move from the current node \( n \) to the destination. Without considering the obstacles on the path, the \( h \) value was estimated by Manhattan distance, i.e. the sum of the traversal and horizontal distances from the current node to the destination:

\[ h(n) = |X_n - X_{end}| + |Y_n - Y_{end}| \]
The greatest merit of the A* algorithm comes from the heuristic function. Thanks to the

function, the path search becomes directional (i.e. the search direction intelligently converges
to the destination) and rapid (for only a few nodes need to be searched). The specific steps of
the A* algorithm are as follows:

**Step 1.** Initialization: Enter the origin, destination and map information; create an OPEN
list and a CLOSE list; place the origin in the OPEN list.

**Step 2.** Check if the OPEN list is empty. If not, enter the loop; if yes, the path search fails;
terminate the program.

**Step 3.** Traverse the OPEN list, and find the node with the smallest \( f \) value. Taking the
node as the current node, delete it from the OPEN list, and add it to the CLOSE list. If the
current node is the destination, the path search completes; exit the loop (jump to Step 6).

**Step 4.** Search for any neighbouring node that can be reached from the current node from
the top, bottom, left and right. Check if the node is in the CLOSE list.

If yes, ignore the node. If no, check if the node is in the OPEN list.

If no, take the current node as its parent node. Calculate the \( f, g \) and \( h \) of the node: the \( f \)
value is the sum of \( g \) and \( h \); the \( g \) value is the sum of the \( g \) value of the parent node and the
movement cost of one grid; the \( h \) value is estimated by the Manhattan distance. If yes, check
if the \( g \) value is smaller when the node is reached via the new path. If no, the new path is not
suitable; go to the next step. If yes, the new path is better; change the parent node into the
current node, and recalculate the \( g \) and \( f \).

**Step 5.** If the path search is not complete, return to Step 2.

**Step 6.** Link up the destination with the origin via the parent node on each level,
producing the complete path.

### 4.2 Simulation of path planning

As mentioned before, the self-designed AGV cannot move backward. Thus, the current
direction of the AGV must be considered in path planning. The direction can be manually
initialized after the AGV is powered on, or calculated in AGV operations based on the tags
captured by the RFID sensor. After introducing the direction parameter, the path planning
algorithm needs to be adjusted as follows: a neighbouring node of the origin can be selected if
it is reachable in front of the AGV.

Here, the path planning for an AGV is simulated based on the map in the upper computer.
The direction, origin and destination of the AGV were initialized, and the path was solved by
the A* algorithm. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 7.

![Figure 7: The simulation results of the A* algorithm.](image)
The planned paths for different initial directions are compared in Fig. 8. It can be seen that the A* algorithm outputs the shortest path from the origin to the destination, and the planned path between two nodes changes with the initial directions.

![Figure 8: The simulation results for different initial directions.](image)

5. SCHEDULING ALGORITHM

5.1 Overview of AGV scheduling problem

Scheduling is a common problem in the real world. Typical scheduling problems aim to allocate tasks reasonably (with completion sequence sometimes), execute tasks that interfere with each other, and allocate resources in a rational manner. For a logistics system of several AGVs and loading/unloading stations, the AGV scheduling should work efficiently and establish rational connections between the transport tasks and the AGVs [22], such that each AGV can execute tasks without collision or congestion.

If there is only one AGV, the scheduling system only needs to solve the shortest path, because the AGV operation is not interfered by any other AGV. If there are multiple AGVs, the scheduling problem becomes very difficult. The difficulty increases with the number of tasks, the number of AGVs and the complexity of the map. Hence, the scheduling system is the key technique of the AGV industry.

The scheduling system must give overall consideration to the operation of all AGVs. The system should pursue the global optimal solution, rather than the best solutions for several AGVs. In most cases, the global optimal solution does exist, but is difficult to solve under the changing operation conditions. The existing scheduling algorithms are designed based on one or several indices, such as the total travel distance, waiting time and utilization rate of the AGVs, and the number of simultaneously operating AGVs.

Considering the application scenarios, this paper breaks down AGV scheduling into two sub-problems: task allocation (which AGV should be selected to execute a task, in order to maximize system efficiency) and multi-AGV coordination (how to avoid path conflict, deadlock and collision).

5.2 Task allocation

In actual production, the system efficiency can be improved through the rational distribution of tasks. The task allocation covers two parts: task scheduling and AGV selection.

The first step of task scheduling is to set up a task list. The priority of each task was set up manually. Then, the tasks were organized as a waiting queue based on their priorities. The tasks with the same low priority (general tasks) were sorted by their time of issuance. The tasks with high priorities (urgent tasks) were executed with priority.

In essence, a task is to move from the given origin (loading point) to the destination (unloading point). Once the path between the origin and destination is determined, the same effect can be achieved by any AGV. Therefore, the AGV to execute the current task should be selected based on the current position of the AGV and the loading point of the task. In this paper, all idle AGVs are traversed based on the shortest travel distance, and the shortest path
is solved by the A* algorithm according to the current position the AGV and the loading point of the task. The paths of all idle AGVs were compared to find the AGV with the shortest travel distance.

5.3 Multi-AGV coordination

The multi-AGV coordination is a difficult point in AGV scheduling, and the focus of this research. To coordinate the operations of multiple AGVs on the same map, the key lies in solving vehicle collision and path conflict. The main approaches to prevent AGVs from collision include path laying, regional control, predictive collision avoidance, and reactive collision avoidance [23-25].

Path laying divides the path into main and side lanes, and sets up traffic rules for each lane. The path laying algorithm is simple and easy to implement, but not universal.

Regional control avoids conflicts by splitting the workspace into non-overlapping regions. In each region, only one AGV is allowed to complete all the tasks. However, intermediate processing is needed between different regions, suppressing the transport efficiency.

Predictive collision avoidance plans the optimal path for each AGV, and makes offline prediction of conflicts between AGVs based on their paths. If a conflict is possible, the paths of the relevant AGVs will be adjusted to avoid the collision. Predictive collision avoidance offers a promising way to detect and eliminate conflicts, and optimize the entire transport system [26].

Reactive collision avoidance does not plan the path of each AGV in advance. Instead, the AGV path is determined in segments through dynamic planning, in the light of the current state of the system. Reactive collision avoidance responds quickly to changes in system environment. But the algorithm is very complex to design.

In this paper, a multi-AGV scheduling algorithm is developed based on predictive collision avoidance. The AGV collisions were prevented by classifying and marking the conflict nodes. According to the job-shop environment and AGV operations, there are three possible collisions: rear collision, intersection collision and head-on collision.

1) Rear collision
As shown in Fig. 9, if the rear AGV moves at a faster speed than the front AGV, rear collision will occur should no countermeasure be taken.

![Figure 9: Sketch map of rear collision.](image)

2) Intersection collision
As shown in Fig. 10, if two AGVs arrive at the same node and drives in different directions after passing the node, intersection collision will occur should no countermeasure be taken.

![Figure 10: Sketch map of intersection collision.](image)
3) Head-on collision

As shown in Fig. 11, if two AGVs move in opposite directions, head-on collision will occur as only one AGV is allowed to pass through the same path, creating a deadlock.

To prevent rear collision, the scheduling system can order the rear AGV to stop until the front AGV moves out of the safe distance. To prevent intersection collision, the AGVs should be assigned different priorities. Before collision, the low-priority AGV should stop and wait for the high-priority AGV to pass through the intersection. To prevent head-on collision, manual intervention is required instead of ordering an AGV to wait, because the deadlock will cause road congestion. Before operation, the paths of all AGVs must be predicted, the head-on collision nodes be identified, and the paths be planned again to prevent deadlock.

Considering the actual operation environment, the following hypotheses were put forward:

**Hypothesis 1.** All AGVs move at the same speed. In actual operation, some AGVs may need to stop and wait for others. Therefore, the rear collision nodes are not to be ignored.

**Hypothesis 2.** Before receiving a task, an AGV must check if it has enough power. If the power is low, the AGV should automatically move to the charging spot.

**Hypothesis 3.** The AGVs do not occupy any node on the map in the idle state, the loading/unloading state and charging state, i.e. special parking spaces are available for these vehicles.

Based on the greedy algorithm, this paper analyses the conflict nodes and coordinates the paths of multiple AGVs in a one-to-many manner. The basic idea of the greedy algorithm is to divide the problem into several sub-problems, find the local optimal solution for each sub-problem, and then combine all local optimal solutions into one solution of the original problem.

For the multi-AGV scheduling problem, the shortest path of an AGV is a local optimal solution. To prevent the collisions between multiple AGVs, the shortest path of each AGV was compared with that of any other AGV to see if there are conflict nodes. The conflict nodes of two paths were saved into a list in sequence. If the neighbouring points are not continuous, the potential conflict is an intersection collision; if the neighbouring points are continuous and the two AGVs move in the same direction, the potential conflict is a rear collision; if the neighbouring points are continuous and the two AGVs move in opposite directions, the potential conflict is a head-on collision. The intersection collision and rear collision were solved by waiting, and the head-on collision was solved by re-planning the paths.

To prevent intersection collision, it is very inefficient to determine which AGV should pass the intersection with priority. Thus, the priorities of the AGVs were classified in advance to reduce the total waiting time and enhance system efficiency:

**Step 1.** Calculate the conflict nodes between each AGV and all the other AGVs, and classify these conflict nodes.

**Step 2.** Compare the number of conflict nodes between two AGVs, and assign a high priority to the one with fewer conflict nodes.

**Step 3.** If the two AGVs have the same number of conflict nodes, compare the number of head-on collision nodes, and assign a high priority to the one with fewer head-on collision nodes.
Through the above steps, the AGV with a relatively smooth path can complete its tasks first.

5.4 Workflow of multi-AGV scheduling algorithm

The operator allocates several tasks on the upper computer, sorts the tasks by priority, and schedules the tasks based on priority.

Firstly, the optimal idle AGV is selected to execute the task with the highest priority. The A* algorithm is called to plan the shortest path, and create a path list of path information and node time. The path list is updated whenever the AGV passes through a path node (monitored by the RFID sensor).

Next, the task with the second highest priority is scheduled by checking if any AGV is idle. If no, the waiting state is initiated. If yes, the optimal AGV is selected to execute the task. The A* algorithm is called to plan the shortest path. The path is compared with the existing path in the map to find the conflict nodes and predict the conflict time. If there is no conflict in time, the conflict nodes are ignored. If no conflict node exists, the path planning is complete. Otherwise, different types of conflicts are solved by the corresponding strategies.

If head-on collision is possible, the conflict section is marked as unreachable in the path planning algorithm. Then, the paths are planned again, and the above process is repeated until no head-on collision exists. The AGV paths are updated constantly in operation. With the elapse of time, the multi-AGV scheduling system will eventually find paths with no head-on collision. Therefore, a timer is set up for the scheduling process. Once the time reaches the deadline, the system will start to schedule the next task. After the paths without head-on collision are solved, the AGVs will enter into operation, the paths will be added to the path list, and the path information will be updated in real time.

If intersection collision is possible, the node before the conflict node is marked in the path list of the AGV with low priority. The AGV will stop at the marked node, and update the node time continuously, until the AGV with high priority passes through the conflict node.

If rear collision is possible, whether the rear AGV needs to wait is determined based on the time information of the rear collision node.

The scheduling is complete after all conflict nodes are predicted and handled. For each remaining task or newly added task, AGV allocation and path planning are conducted based on the task priority. After path planning, the possible conflict nodes are detected. This process is repeated until the tasks of all AGVs are scheduled.

6. CONCLUSIONS

With the development of science and technology, the manufacturing industry is calling for a higher level of automation. The traditional manual handling can no longer satisfy the production demand of factories. As a result, more and more AGVs have been introduced to production lines. This paper firstly illustrates the design of a self-designed magnetically-guided AGV, and then develops a multi-AGV scheduling system on the upper computer, using the A* algorithm for path planning and scheduling. The proposed scheduling method was proved valid through simulation and experiment.

The path planning and scheduling of multiple AGVs are a very complicated project, which is closely correlated with the application scenario. This research only offers a static scheduling strategy to solve the coordinated paths for multiple AGVs, failing to tackle sudden problems in the production process. The further research will attempt to further improve the scheduling algorithm to enhance system efficiency through dynamic scheduling.
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